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July 04, 2011 - Visual Paradigm International Limited announced today the release of Agilian 3.2
Service Pack 1 (Agilian 3.2 SP1). Agilian provides a set of sophisticated modeling toolsets including
UML, Business Process Modeling (BPMN), EPC Diagram, Process Map Diagram, Mind Map
Diagram, User Interface Designer, ERD, DFD, Textual Analysis and CRC, Organization Chart for
applying agile modeling.
Agilian 3.2 SP1 introduces a number of new features, which includes:
* Model quality
* ElaborView on Web
* ClearCase integration
Enhancements to Agilian 3.2 SP1 includes:
* Apply color for all existing model elements with same model type
* Enrich Use Case details configuration
* Transit model element consider also nickname
* Support open and close folder in published project
* Support boolean type tagged values
* Direct generate RACI chart from BPD
Pricing and Availability
Agilian 3.2 SP1 is now available through the Visual Paradigm online shop and through Visual
Paradigm authorized resellers. Agilian is available under both single seat (developer-based) and
floating licenses. Single-seat licenses are available from US $299.00 for the Standard Edition to US
$999.00 for the Simulacian. Alternatively, these licenses can be purchased with one-year software
maintenance contract for prices starting from USD $358.50 to US $1,198.50. A floating license is
available from US $388.50 to US$ 1,298.50, or US $466.00 to US $1,558.00 including a one-year
software maintenance contract. Both minor and major version upgrades are covered by the software
maintenance contract.
Agilian
Agilian is the most intuitive and simplest agile modeling toolset in the market that provides a full
spectrum of modern and everlasting notations and tools for Agile Model Driven Development
(AMDD) or Agile MDA. The ultimate purpose of modeling is to clearly understand what it is you are
building, and through Agilian you can share your ideas and designs by distributing your projects to
your customers with our free-of-charge viewer, as well as communicate effectively with your team
and/or project stakeholders. Agile modeling is not limited to just one of two notations; Agilian
provides a complete range of notations and tools including UML, BPMN, ERD, DFD, CRC, Textual
Analysis to aid you in applying Agile Modeling efficiently.
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Visual Paradigm International Limited
Visual Paradigm International Limited is a leading provider of software solutions that enable
organizations to develop quality applications faster, better and cheaper. Visual Paradigm is dedicated
to continually developing and delivering software, services and partnerships to help customers
accurately transform their system requirements into high-quality software solutions, all with minimum
risk and maximum return on investment. All Visual Paradigm products are designed and developed
to remove complexity, improve productivity and compress customers&rsquo; software development
time frames.
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